Synopsis

Helga, a troll, must somehow acquire a dowry with which to marry or, by the god Odin’s command, be doomed to wander the earth forever. "Richly colored pictures capture the droll humor of [Helga’s] clever, determined fight to garner impressive riches."--Booklist
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Customer Reviews

This was one of my absolutely favorite books as a child, and I still love reading it to my daughters. Helga is beautiful but poor, and her sweetheart chooses to marry the plain but rich Inge unless Helga can earn a dowry worthy of him. (You can see where this is going, right?) Helga is devastated and heads down into the human world to earn her own dowry. While the humans she interacts with the lazy and vain, and there is a small moral there, the greater moral is Helga realizing her own value. And she’s not the only one. Someone has been keeping an eye on her, and though Helga has earned her dowry, it turns out she didn’t really need it anyway. There is nothing not to love about this book. :)

A great little book in which Helga goes out and earns the money for her dowry after the prince tells her they can’t marry without a dowry. Helga decides she’s clever enough to earn her own dowry and succeeds. A nice little story about a girl who sets a high goal, works hard, and gets what she wants.
And it's not the prince.

This is a simple children's book that has the feel of an old Norwegian fairytale, with cameo appearances from one-eyed Odin and the trolls of Scandinavian folklore. Helga is a troll who takes matters into her own hands and creates a dowry for herself to marry by...to hilarious result. Cited by some as a work of feministic fairytale but really just a great tale with an awesome moral, this is a must for any child's bookshelf, girl or boy. Your kids will remember it all their lives: I haven't seen the cover in 20 years, but I pictured it perfectly just before I searched for this page.

J. Lyon Layden

The Other Side of Yore

A spunky but impoverished female troll wants to marry, but she needs a dowry to do it--so she gets to work. This is a great, funny variation on your usual fairy tale. Helga is a determined, hard-working heroine, who is rewarded for solving her own problems. The story is pretty simple, but obviously it's a good message. This is a great book for little girls who will soon be reading chapter books about princesses who rescue themselves. There may be lots of chapter books with active heroines, but it's a pretty rare find for picture books. We need more stories like this one. Of course, since it's by Tomie De Paola, the illustrations are great, too.
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